
1. National Geographic 76/350 
Reecting Telescope £99

Observe the sun and stars with a 76/350 telescope 
by National Geographic. Offering the perfect 
introduction to astronomy, this incredible telescope 
has a unique lter containing a special protective 
ffoil. The foil protects the eye from all kinds of solar 
radiation during observations including infrared 
ultraviolet and visible light, all of which are 
dampened to a safe level. Make use of the 
smartphone adaptor to record your observations 
to share with the world.

2. Evapolar Humidier £249.99 

EEvaSMART is a personal air cooler that creates your 
local microclimate. Evapolar is a four in one device: 
it cools, humidies, and cleans the dust particles 
from the air making it healthier for you. It has 
various Smart features to enrich your comfortable 
experience: works with smart home assistants and 
is operated via mobile application. It doesn't take 
much time or emuch time or effort to install evaSMART – just pour 
water in the tank, plug it in, set the Wi-Fi on and 
enjoy. EvaSMART working principle is based on the 
natural water evaporation technology. It is the most 
efficient evaporative air cooler of this type.

3. Manniska Wireless 
Music Sleep Mask £30

RRelax and let yourself fall asleep with this wireless 
face mask by Manniska. Made from a thick cotton 
and polyester fabrication that blocks light, this mask 
is tted with a Bluetooth connection that allows you 
to listen to your favourite music or podcast. It takes 
two hours to charge but lasts up to six hours each 
night which is perfect for drifting off into a decent 
sleesleep.

4. Light-Up Bluetooth 
Shower Speaker £16

This Bluetooth-enable speaker is perfect for 
jamming to your favourite tunes in the shower. 
It uses a suction cup backing in a splash-resistant 
design to stick right to your shower or bathroom 
wwall. The speaker includes 1-2 hours of battery life 
and a built-in microphone for wireless voice calls 
and also lights up with a choice of different colours 
and fades.

5. Wireless In-Ear Headphones £89

Wireless in-ear headphones by JBL. Featuring 
Bluetooth connectivity, they have Dual Connect 
and and Pure Bass technology and allow for up to 
32-hours of battery life, to let you enjoy your music 
non-stop. 
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